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Book 29 

  



 

ΩFORCE have fought with everything they have, battling through 
Shi’ar and Kree forces to reunite the fragment of askiatite and the 
Revelation Crystal. They have handed defeat to both Korath the 
Pursuer and Ronan the Accuser. Now, they convene at Korath’s Palace 
to finally put an end to this madness! 

 

 
  

 

 

 
  

 

DIRE WRAITH 
VILE GENETIC  
OFFSHOOT OF SKRULLS 
BENT ON UNIVERSAL 
DOMINATION 

 

K’OS 
COSMIC BLASTING 

IMMORTAL GENIUS 

 

STRONGHOLD 
MULTIPOWERED 

WARSKRULL 

 

SPIDER-WOMAN 
MEGA-ENHANCED 

SHIELD AGENT 

 

ENIGMA 
ELUSIVE LATVERIAN 

SUPER SPY 

 

IRON FIST 
IMMORTAL WEAPON 

OF K’UN-LUN 

 

SPIDER-MAN 
AMAZING AND 
SPECTACULAR 



 

EMPRESS LILANDRA’S 
ROYAL AIRSHIP 

 

THE CREW OF Lilandra’s 

heavily-guarded private ship 

could hardly fathom what 

they were witnessing in the 

skies above the capital city. 

They all stared at the main 

monitor in the battle bridge.   

 

A massive Skrull armada was 

raining down through the 

atmosphere. Subnuclear 

explosions lit up the stratosphere as Shi’ar warships did their best to defend the 

throneworld. Smaller Skrull strike ships managed to get through. Those that did 

released armies of flying Skrulls who rained down on the city moving in unison 

towards Korath’s Palace. 

 

Empress Lilandra’s eyes widened. “I could never have 

imagined that the Skrulls had such a vast armada! I thought 

the Kree had all but eradicated them from existence. Now, 

they threaten to obliterate the Shi’ar and our allies.” 

 

“Empress, we must get you to your secure command 

station.” ΩFORCE’s legal counselor tried to guide Lilandra 

to a safer location in the ship.  

 

She shrugged him off. “Hands off, counselor. And take note. 

The Skrulls. They seem to all be heading for Korath’s 

Palace. Why?” 

 

“No need to worry about that. The human conspirators, ΩFORCE, have convened 

at Korath’s Palace,” the legal counselor explained. “Your Imperial Guard have 

cornered them there.” 

 

“Conspirators?” Lilandra asked not peeling her eyes from the view screen for a 

moment. “Aren’t you supposed to work in defense of the humans? It sounds like 

you have already cast judgement, a judgement that not even I have made yet.” 

 

“I am only stating the obvious,” the lawyer said. “ΩFORCE and the Guardians of 

the Galaxy arrive, battle your guardsmen, and steal the Revelation Crystal. Right 

on their heels, the vile Skrulls attack in force. I do not judge. Merely draw logical 

conclusions.” 

 



“You make a good point, counselor.” Lilandra listened. She pointed at the bridge 

commander. “Commander, order Gladiator to break off from supporting the main 

fleet. Have him rendezvous with us at Korath’s Palace. I want to be there to 

witness the eradication of ΩFORCE. They do not deserve to see another sunrise.” 

 

KORATH’S PALACE, THE ROOF 

 

THE RECENTLY REUNITED ΩFORCE found themselves surrounded by armed 

aliens.  

 

Uh oh,” Cy’vyll said while clenching his fists. “More Kree.” He was ready for 

battle after having recently wiped the floor with Korath the Pursuer. 

 

Enigma backed away from the ‘Kree child’ that pursued her after she nabbed the 

Revelation Crystal. She peered over the building’s edge. More ‘Kree’ were 

scaling the building. Her gut told her that the climbing creatures and the child 

were not what they seemed to be. “These are not Kree. These are Dire Wraith!” 

 

 
 

The “Kree” that clambered onto the roof fired their ray guns at ΩFORCE. CHOW 

CHOW CHOW! The first volley caught Spider-Woman ZARK! and K’os 

SPAKT! as they both attempted to keep Iron Fist from getting struck. Spider-Man 

and Enigma dove clear of energy beams as Dr. Sound, roused by adrenaline and 

the desire to see his wife again, formed a sonic field that deflected the weapons’ 

fire. With a massive exhale he pushed the field outwards, knocking half-a-dozen 

enemies off of the roof to a long fall and subsequent death. 

 

Another band of “Kree” moved quickly across the roof toward Iron Fist. Enigma 

tossed the Revelation Crystal to Iron Fist. Iron Fist yelled, “You guys have got to 

cover me! I don’t know what I’m dealing with here.” 



 

Stronghold was confused. He wasn’t privy to the awesome adventure his team 

had undergone while he was a captive of Korath. Still, he bound into action when 

he heard the term Dire Wraith. He knew them by reputation, having heard of his 

genetic cousins through Skrull rumor and gossip. He dropped between Iron Fist 

and the swarm of foes. He summoned his ability to manipulate carbon-dioxide 

and hastily erected an ice wall to protect Iron Fist. CHOW CHOW! The blasts 

were deflected. 

 

ΩFORCE survived the first volley from their foes. Now, it was time to push back. 

They needed to buy Iron Fist time.  

 

The battle was savage. It was no longer heroes versus villains. This was a band of 

loyal warriors standing against extermination from alien forces. This was earth’s 

defenders fighting a battle to preserve mankind’s place in the stars. This was 

ΩFORCE spending every iota of inner strength and willpower to do what they 

had done countless times, the hallmark of their existence—saving the planet 

without fanfare or recognition. Fighting the good fight because that is what 

ΩFORCE does and will always do! Because, at the end of the day, the X-Men 

defend mutantkind, the Fantastic Four explore the unknown, the Avengers fight 

against evils one hero cannot face alone. But ΩFORCE continually and faithfully 

ignore petty borders, brush aside racial differences, refuse political alliances, and 

squash self-serving motive to preserve humanity without hesitation or permission! 

 

Spider-Woman cut down the incoming Wraiths with venom blasts as K’os 

recovered from the force ray that made him fall. Stronghold maintained his ice 

shield, eager to let Iron Fist do his work. Spider-Man tossed the askiatite to Iron 

Fist, then the wall-crawler was cut down by a ray blast. ZARP! Seeing her ally 

felled, Enigma rolled on the ground, picking up a Kree ray gun in the process, 

covered Spider-Man and CHOW CHOW! cut down the vile shapeshifters before 

they could harm the wallcrawler.  

 

Iron Fist ignored the cacophony of violence around him. He held the Revelation 

Crystal and askiatite in his hands. “Okay, people. Watch my six. It’s about to get 

very bright.” He slammed the two crystals together as he entered a deep 

meditative state. The pure askiatite reacted with the Revelation Crystal, which 

was infected with the Dire Wraith’s dark matter spell. Iron Fist was immediately 

engulfed by intense white, green and black rays that waved around him like a 

lightning storm. Slowly, he focused his chi. He surrendered to the forces. Rode 

the waves. Became one.  

 

Spider-Man was on his stomach recovering from the painful ray blast. “Iron Fist! 

Something’s happening to him!” 

 

Iron Fist released a scream. The dark matter spell that encompassed the 

Revelation Crystal was so evil in origin! It tore at his soul. Tried to own him. But 



he could not give in. He had fought the great dragon, Shou-Lao, and defeated it. 

The sinful infection that layered the Revelation Crystal would not prevail. 

“YEEEARRGH!”  

 

ΩFORCE could not even look into the light that emitted from Iron Fist. They had 

to focus on the battle at hand despite overwhelming odds. As a indescribable 

space battle occurred all around the chaotic city, they honestly didn’t know if they 

had it in themselves to prevail against the relentless forces. 

 

Suddenly, a roar from above filled the air. Drax, riding the unconscious form of 

Electron, an Imperial Guard, crashed onto the rooftop. POOM! He stepped on the 

head of the unconscious Electron. SCRUNCH! Drax bore both his bloodied 

knives as he demanded, “Where is Ronan! I heard he is here. I want his head!” 

 

Spider-Woman was so happy to see Drax. “We already handled Ronan. He is 

done. Either way, we could use your help.” She pointed out the army of attacking 

Kree.  

 

Drax was visibly upset that he was not the one to issue defeat to Ronan. And he 

would take that anger out on the “Kree” present. “NYAAAAA!” CHOP! CHOP! 

CHOP! Drax joined the hearty culling of the villainous Wraith.  

 

ΩFORCE did not dare hesitate. They did all in their power to join Drax’s violent 

revelry! “Form a circle around Iron Fist,” K’os ordered. “No one gets through!” 

ZARMP! K’os blasted the roof out from under the feet of a dozen Kree. 

KROOMBLE! They tumbled from the skyscraper along with ten tons of debris. 

 

Inspired by her leader’s battle cry, Enigma leapt over a group of shapeshifters to 

stand with her team. She used amazing martial arts maneuvering to use the 

Wraith’s own attacks against them, flinging them off the roof one by one.  

 

“Good work, Enigma,” Stronghold said as he reinforced the ice shield around Iron 

Fist. 

 

Spider-Man webbed up a Kree THWIPT! and, keeping a webline attached, swung 

him around like a wrecking ball, WHUMP! knocking the last group of Kree off of 

the roof. “That’s the last of them...for now. Iron Fist, now would be a good time 

to work your magic.” 

 

Spider-Woman joined Iron Fist in grasping the two crystals. “Let’s do this,” she 

said. “I can feel...the strange energy. It’s fighting us.” 

 

Iron Fist nodded. “Yes. I am using my chi to create a mystic resonance between 

the two crystals. Realigning the Revelation Crystal to its original matrix. Spider-

Woman, I sense that you have strong energies coursing through your veins. Try to 

focus your bioelectricity. Sense what’s off. Help me fix it.” 



 

“Yes. Yes. I sense it. Like trying to place the last puzzle piece.” Spider-Woman 

shot her bioelectricity into the crystals. 

 

Iron Fist winced. “We need just...a...moment...more…” 

 

“A moment...you shall not have!!!” 

 

ΩFORCE looked up. Their hearts skipped a beat. Amidst the backdrop of an 

incredible space war, two Imperial Guard—Gladiator and Oracle—were flying in 

at full speed. 

 

Drax laughed. “Good. I was getting bored! Gladiator is the mightiest guardsman, 

able to shatter moons with one punch. Now this is a fight.” 

 

K’os declared. “Iron Fist. No better time than now, sir.” 

 

Dr. Sound erected a sound dome around the roof that POOM! Gladiator easily 

punctured. Dr. Sound collapsed from the strain. Stronghold left his post and 

charged the mohawked megalith of a man. “YAARRRR!” POW! The Skrull was 

smacked to the side like nothing. Spider-Man went for Oracle. The pink-skinned 

telepath paused him with a thought. K’os, Drax, and Enigma placed their bodies 

in between Spider-Woman/Iron Fist and the fast-flying Gladiator.  

 

“This may hurt,” K’os said. 

 

“You think?” Enigma readied herself. 

 

Then...ZHA-ZWOOOOOM! A red wave of uncanny energy exploded from the 

two joined crystals with such dynamic force and spectacle that even Gladiator 

took pause. It moved in a flash, zipping off of the roof of 

Korath’s Palace at light speed and circling the entire planet in 

eight seconds.  

 

And as it touched any of the Skrull army, many Kree, some of 

the Shi’ar, and thousands of other alien species, something 

dastardly occurred; something Empress Lilandra was 

horrified to discover… 

 

EMPRESS LILANDRA’S ROYAL AIRSHIP  
 

HORROR WAS REBORN anew as several of the Shi’ar bridge 

officers and ΩFORCE’s official legal counselor were 

uncontrollably reverted to their true form, that of evil 

shapeshifting Dire Wraiths! 

 



“What in the world?” Lilandra shrieked as she struggled to get her bearings 

among the terror revealed. 

 

The former counselor turned Wraith hissed with anger as she and her pink-

skinned sisters sped toward the Empress. “The russsse is up! The Revelation 

Cryssstal is no more. Fate has been thrussst upon usss. The Dire Wraith are 

reborn!” 

 

The Shi’ar bridge officers, also stalwart warriors, were quick to react in defense 

of their Empress. They cut down the villains with energy beams. ZARP! ZARP! 

ZARP! But one Wraith slipped by. Lilandra proved her mettle, for the Shi’ar are a 

warrior race. She swiftly spun around her royal ax and SLICE took the head off of 

the Wraith. Blood sprayed all over the bridge as the Empress righted herself. 

 

She looked at the monitors. The war changed course as soldiers and civilians 

realized the new threat in their midst. Firefights erupted on her ship. Hundreds of 

Shi’ar vessels joined the battle with a new fervor. All over the planet, the fight 

against Dire Wraith erupted. She looked at her bridge commander. “This is far 

worse than we could have imagined. Dire Wraiths. They were supposed to have 

been eradicated by the Galadorians long ago. Now, they rise up in force having 

taken the shape of Skrulls and our own people. How far does this deceit go?” She 

took a moment to calculate the meaning of all this… 

 

AS SIMULTANEOUSLY... 
 

GLADIATOR HAD SEEN many horrors in his long lifetime. But never before 

something of this magnitude striking the heart of the Empire. His heightened 

senses could see and hear the terrifying revelation that was occurring around the 

planet. All over the planet, Wraith were revealed as fellow soldiers, colleagues, 

friends, mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, sons, and daughters. It affected the 

Shi’ar, the Badoons, the Brood, the Spartoi, even the Kree. Civil war broke out on 

a grand scale. This was not a Skrull Invasion. This was the return of the Dire 

Wraith!  

 

Oracle was aghast. She touched Gladiator’s hand for comfort. “Kallark! This is 

worse than I could ever have imagined. The Empress…!” 

 

“Is alright.” He could sense his leader even from the distance. “Her troops are 

purging the Wraith from her midst as we speak.” Gladiator glanced towards 

ΩFORCE. 

 

K’os stood proud with his team. “As we suspected. The Revelation Crystal was 

manipulated by Wraith. They used dark matter to curse the crystal enabling it to 

project the illusion of Skrulls into the minds of its victims.” 

 



Spider-Woman added more detail. “But it only worked to project such images 

onto the enemies of whoever possessed the Revelation Crystal. The Kree have not 

been hunting down Skrulls at all.” 

 

“That’s right!” Stronghold said seething with righteous indignation. “For 

hundreds of years the Kree have been massacring not only my people. They have 

culled anyone who they deemed the enemy of Kree supremacy, slaying the 

rightful leaders of sovereign planets and conquering them under the banner of 

your Galactic Imperium.” 

 

“How much innocent blood is on the Imperium’s hand?” Enigma asked, pointing 

an accusatory finger. “And did the Kree know of this deceit? Did they play along 

for their own benefit? Gladiator, tell me. How long would it have been before the 

Kree were on your doorstep falsely accusing you or your Empress of being 

Skrulls?” 

 

“And where in the world is Carmen Sandiego?” Spider-Man added. Everyone 

looked at him. “I just couldn’t think of a question in time. Sorry.” 

 

Iron Fist held up the Revelation Crystal as it crumbled in his hands. Only the 

pure, red askiatite was left. “A huge wrong needs to be righted. Let’s see how 

superior Shi’ar justice is now.” 

 

SEVERAL BLOCKS AWAY 

 

RONAN CAME TO. He climbed from the crater that his body made on impact. 

“Infernal humans and their super-powered parlor tricks,” he muttered as he stood 

erect. And then he saw it… 

 

Kree, Shi’ar, and citizens hailing from a hundred wars were boldly battling Dire 

Wraith all around him. He looked up in the sky. The Skrull Armada was now on 

the defensive as fear transformed into battle fervor; the members of the Galactic 

Empire enraged by the double deception.  

 

He could hear chatter over his COM. The Shi’ar were announcing that the 

Revelation Crystal had been destroyed at the hands of ΩFORCE. The members of 

the Imperial Council were demanding the capture of the duplicitous Kree; Kree 

who were now being accused of being conspirators with the Dire Wraith. High 

treason! All Kree could be executed on sight if they tried to escape. 

 

Ronan could not believe his ears. How had the tide turned so swiftly? How could 

the Kree have been made the villains? 

 

“There’s he is!” “Their greatest warrior!” “Probably a Wraith himself!” 

 



Ronan turned around to see a band of Shi’ar ground troops heading in his 

direction. 

 

“Summon the Imperial Guard!  Surrender Ronan,” the lead trooper ordered as the 

baffled Accuser was surrounded. “You move a muscle and we will vaporize you.” 

 

Ronan’s confusion turned to anger. And his anger transformed into a cosmic blast 

FWASH-OOM! that turned the troopers into ash. “No. NO!” Then Ronan did 

something he had not done in his entire illustrious career. He got on the wideband 

Kree network and commanded, “All Kree. Retreat by any means necessary! 

Rendezvous at Hala! We shall not be implicated in this crime. Retreat!” And with 

a roar of supreme vexation, Ronan took flight BOOM! from the planet Chandilar. 

 

KORATH’S PALACE 

 

EMPRESS LILANDRA’S GIANT ship descended over Korath’s Palace.  

 

 
 

A circular port opened at the bottom of the vessel. The cylindrical yellow light 

from a tractor beam stretched from the ship down to the battle strewn roof of 

Korath’s Palace where ΩFORCE stood. Empress Lilandra and a cadre of Shi’ar’s 

finest descended the elevator of graviton energy until they stood before the 

gathered Forcers. 

 



All around and above them the exposed Dire Wraith continued to flee. They did 

not like being exposed. Now, they were desperate to retreat from Chandilar and 

regroup lest they be culled by the planet’s defense forces. The Kree who could not 

retreat surrendered. Those who didn’t surrender were shot dead. 

 

Lilandra spoke, “ΩFORCE, pay heed. Your efforts, though unconventional, 

proved successful. You have uncovered a grave deception on the part of the Kree. 

Collaborating with the legendary evil of the Dire Wraith. This revelation will 

shake the Galactic Empire to its foundations.” 

 

“As it should,” K’os responded. “Now, what will be the outcome for the Kree?” 

 

“I have ordered the arrest of all Kree officials on Chandilar. An inquisition is in 

order,” Lilandra said. “The Senate will be gathered. If there is any hint of 

intended collusion, the Kree shall pay.” 

 

“That is of little comfort to the worlds already beholden to the Kree,” Enigma 

said. “Empress, you must rally to reconstruct your empire’s code of dictatorship. 

If you fail to do so, there could be a reoccurrence of a similar event. Whenever a 

planet is taken over without the consent of its population the seeds of trouble will 

be planted. A government cannot thrive when built on a foundation of fear and 

manipulation. On Earth, we have seen this happen time and again. The people 

must be consulted. A leader against its people is no different than an enemy.” 

 

Gladiator was incensed at the counsel. “How dare you? Earth will never be held 

as an example to the great Shi’ar!” 

 

Dr. Sound, still in great pain, was being supported by Spider-Woman. But 

Gladiator’s response sent enough adrenaline into his system that he mustered a 

comment. “How dare we? How dare the Shi’ar Imperium and the Galactic 

Council deal away a world’s autonomy when they can be so egregiously duped. 

Earth’s populace will not be stripped of our dignity because of your fears. It took 

a small band of humans to expose the Dire Wraith and the naiveté of the Galactic 

Council.” 

 

K’os stepped forward before anyone could come to blows. “Enough! ΩFORCE 

has, yet again, saved our planet...and now yours too. We expect a place on the 

Council. We deserve to have input on the judgement of the Kree.” 

 

Lilandra was absolute in her response. “I admire your people’s braggadocio. 

However, you would do well to keep in mind that the Shi’ar and the Galactic 

Council have existed for hundreds of years. Our races have traveled the 

spaceways for millennia. Humans are a flailing race; barely making a mark 

outside of your solar system. You do not qualify to sit on the Council. It might be 

a hundred years before you are.” Lilandra examined the humans. “You are not the 

only victims of the Kree deception. I appreciate that. And all of this will be 



weighed against them when the Council makes its decision. Until then, the best I 

can offer is this: once our tribunal is done, I will send a Shi’ar delegate to earth as 

an ambassador of peace. Until that time, return to Earth. And know this: you have 

performed a great service to the Empire. One that will never be forgotten.” 

 

Oracle stepped forward. “Our finest exo-physicians will provide medical aid to 

those who need it. You ship will be returned to you. As a gift, some modifications 

have been made. Many of the systems were impressively designed but there was 

room for a few improvements. Lastly, you will be granted free use of the Shi’ar 

gateway that connects our Andromeda Galaxy to your solar system.” 

 

“Wait a minute?” Spider-Man jumped in. “Are you telling me we traveled to 

another galaxy?” 

 

“Indeed,” Lilandra said. “Which is why you are far from our jurisdiction. 

However, one warning. The Kree are not a forgiving race. You have made a 

powerful enemy this day, I am sure. There damaged pride is a poisonous toxin to 

their foes.” 

 

“And ΩFORCE will be ready for those blue-skinned villains if they ever rise 

against us again,” Stronghold said.  

 

Lilandra paused. “I must apologize from my people to yours, Skrull. Even now, I 

have a visceral response to your presence. All of my people will need to work to 

rid ourselves of the Kree’s bias. This will take time.” 

 

Stronghold nodded in understanding, though he was mad. 

 

“I bid thee safe travels, ΩFORCE. Until we meet again.” With that, her ship 

recalled her along with Gladiator and Oracle.  

 

A Shi’ar medical frigate pulled up to the roof. The hatch opened and the injured 

were invited on board. 

 

Before ΩFORCE could respond, the team noticed that two individuals, Ariane 

and Quoi, were on the roof.  

 

Ariane, the Galadorian female with the eyepatch, spoke just as the remaining 

Guardians of the Galaxy arrived. She said, “ΩFORCE. Guardians. Your actions 

this day have saved the galaxy. With the Wraith’s treachery exposed, stability can 

be brought to the Empire.” 

 

“Which means we earned our reward.” Star-Lord beamed from ear to ear as he 

arrived with his fellow Guardians on the roof. He stood next to Drax as he put his 

arm around Enigma. “Hey, Enigma. Drinks on me. I’m buying.” 

 



Enigma slipped out from under his arm. “Can you pay the man so he can be on his 

way...without me?” 

 

“Indeed,” Ariane of Galador said as she pulled a data pad from her pocket. BEEP 

BOOP. “The funds have been transferred.” 

 

“Oh, boy,” Rocket said, all of a sudden in a cheery mood. He looked at his own 

device and scrolled to his bank account. “We just won the full Galadorian 

treasury. Groot, we’re finally out of the merc game.” Suddenly, Rocket’s eyes 

went wide as he saw the deposit. “Wait a second! You only transferred 100,000 

credits. You said we earned the total treasury!” 

 

“That is the entire Galadorian treasury,” Ariane admitted. “Our empire’s wealth 

was stolen by the Kree years ago. Whatever was left has been used to uncover the 

Kree/Wraith plot. We are now impoverished. But the galaxy is free. Galador’s 

remaining people can rebuild once our planet is returned to us!” 

 

Rocket slumped in the ground. He was depressed. “Well, whoop-de-doo for you.” 

 

Gamora said, “I am still proud of the battle. ΩFORCE, you are worthy allies!” 

 

“I am Groot.” 

 

K’os responded, “Like the ruler of Planet X just said, we are now aware of the 

threats that lay out there in the vast universe. We must return to Earth. Notify 

those who can effect a positive change. Build up mankind’s resilience. Try our 

best to unify those who can help defend and preserve our planet from hostilities.” 

He looked at Dr. Sound for they had traveled this road before. “And prepare 

humanity for the stars.” 

 

Dr. Sound nodded.  

 

Star-Lord extended a hand to K’os. “Sounds good. And the Guardians of the 

Galaxy will be waiting for you, ready to roll out the red carpet.” 

 

“We can’t afford a red carpet.” Rocket mumbled as he packed up his gun and 

headed for the Milano that was pulling up to the roof.  

 

Star-Lord shrugged and followed. “Enigma, raincheck on that drink?” 

 

Enigma didn’t like everyone awaiting her response. “Possibly,” she said.  

 

K’os pointed at the medical frigate. “Okay, Forcers. Your performance was 

outstanding. Time to get healed up and head home. Hydra is expecting the Kree to 

return to earth and hand them the Revelation Stone.” The leader of ΩFORCE 

looked at Spider-Woman and Stronghold. “Let’s not disappoint them.” 



 

EPILOGUE I 
 

RONAN ENTERED THE sacred chamber of the Kree 

Supreme Intelligence. Several high-level scientists were 

attending the Supreme Intelligence. But they quickly 

exited the chamber when they saw Ronan enter.  

 

Ronan was severely displeased. 

 

The Supreme Intelligence spoke first. “What a shame. It 

seems our alliance with the other great races is at an 

end.” 

 

“Supremor.” Ronan was confused. “How could you not 

have known? You are composed of the brains of the 

greatest Kree minds spanning a million years. Your 

intellect and foresight are immeasurable. How did you not foresee the deception 

of the Dire Wraith?” 

 

“Have faith, Ronan,” the large green entity answered. “All is as it should be. I 

have foreseen the problems that the fledgling humans may pose to our great race. 

I have calculated the future with preciseness.” 

 

“But this disgrace. This humiliation. How will the Kree ever recover?” Ronan was 

beside himself with grief. 

 

The Supreme Intelligence answered. “What of your petty emotions? What benefit 

are arrogance and pride in preserving the Kree to time indefinite? Is not my 

wisdom everlasting? My decisions unquestionable?” 

 

“Without question, honored leader.” Ronan was humbled in the presence of the 

Supremor. “Patience. I must be patient. But I long for revenge. ΩFORCE must 

pay for this humiliation.” 

 

“ΩFORCE. They were indeed an anomaly I could not have predicted. Survivors 

of the multiversal collapse. But now I have made their measure. Next time, they 

will not prevail.” The Supremor gurgled. “In fact, they should be the first to fall 

when finally the earth comes under Kree rule. This, I swear.” 

 

EPILOGUE II 
 

WHITE HOUSE, WASHINGTON D.C. United States of America. Earth.  

 



The cabinet exited the Oval Office, their most recent policy meeting concluded. 

The President and his chief political advisor were left by themselves in the 

esteemed room.  

 

The President’s advisor kicked off her heels and kneeled unconventionally on the 

yellow couch. She starting swiping on her smartphone. “That meeting went well. 

Good to know the pipeline and wall are both ahead of schedule. Oh! And your 

popularity is polling at a +2 this week.” 

 

POTUS shook his head. “Great. We’re doing great. Not surprised. People love 

me. Love me. Now, it’s time to launch our next great…” His sentence was cut 

short when the phone in his coat pocket vibrated.  

 

His advisor looked up. That phone rarely rang. She climbed off of the couch and 

stood.  

 

POTUS looked at her. He made a gesture. She opened a special app on her own 

phone and hit the red button. “Okay. We are secure.” 

 

He removed the phone from his coat pocket and looked at the view screen. Text 

from an alien language scrolled across the screen. He accepted the incoming 

subspace transmission.  

 

[Translated from Wraithon.] <<The Crystal is no more. ΩFORCE returns to 

Earth.>> 

 

The two deeply planted spies looked at each other in severe shock.  

 

<<They know.>> 

 

EPILOGUE III 
 

SOMEWHERE IN RURAL America on a discreet farm a father sat with his wife and 

son around the kitchen table. The humble home seemed normal enough with the 

exception of the high-tech COM unit that sat on the kitchen table. The family 

huddled around the unit as they eavesdropped on the intercepted message. 

 

<<The Crystal is no more. ΩFORCE returns to Earth. They know.>> 

 

The wife offered a nervous smile as she fiddled with her cup of tea. She looked at 

her husband. “Kl’rt. What does this mean?” 

 

The chair her husband had been sitting in screeched as he stood up and it slid back 

across the hardwood floor. He pulled back the curtains and looked out over his 

cornfields. “It means that our people are free. We are no longer to be the hunted.” 

He turned to face his family as his visage turned green. “It is our time to hunt.” 


